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3次元で表された不均一伝送線路の反射係数につい
て









On the Reflection Coefficient of




Previously the author derived the Riccati's differential equation for the re瓜ection coe伍cient of
nonuniform transmission lines from the Telegraphist 8 equation and solved numerically this nonlinear
differential equation by the Runge-Kutta method In this paper, the 3-D graph of the reflection coe缶cient
with two parameters(the distance and the frequency) of nonuniform lossless and RC lines are illustrated
and the relation between the characteristic impedance and the frequency characteristic of the reflection
coefficient is shown. By using properties of transmission lines, the physical phenomena of the
electromagnetic waves can be replaced with the problems of transmission lines and this method will be
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complex fk, fkl, fk2, fk3, fk4.y,pi, f














y=(0. 0, 0. 0)
1=10000
10　fkl=h*f(x,y,pJ, fr)
fk2=h*f (x+h/2. 0, y+fkl/2. 0, pj. fr)
fk3-h*f (x+h/2. 0, y+fk2/2. 0, pj, fr)
fk4=h*f (x+h, y+fk3, pJ. fr)




if(i.eq.9999) go to 8
if(i.eq.9800) go to 8
if(i.eq.9600) go to 8
if(i.eq.9400) go to 8
if(i.eq.9200) go to 8
if(i.eq.9000) go to 8
if(i.eq.8800) go to 8
if(i.eq.8600) go to
if(i.eq.8400) go to 8
if(i.eq.8200) go to
if(i.eq.8000) go to 8
if(i.eq.7800) go to 8
if(i.eq.7600) go to 8
if(i.eq.7400) go to 8
if(i.eq.7200) go to 8
if(i.-eq.7000) go to 8
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if(i.eq.6800) go to 8
if(i.eq.6600) go to 8
if(i.eq.6400) go to 8
if(i.eq.6200) go to
if(i.eq.6000) go to 8
if(i.eq.5800) go to 8





if(i.eq.4600) go to 8
if(i.eq.4400) go to 8
if(i.eq.4200) go to
if(i.eq.4000) go to
if(i.eq.3800) go to 8
if(i.eq.3.600) go to
if(i.eq.3400) go to 8
if(i.eq.3200) go to 8
if(i.eq.3000) go to 8
if(i.eq.3800) go to 8
if(i.eq.3600) go to
if(i.eq.3400) go to 8
if(i.eq.3200) go to 8
if(i.eq.3000) go to 8
if(i.eq.2800) go to 8
if(i.eq.2600) go to 8
if(i.eq.2400) go to
if(i.eq.2200) go to 8
if(i.eq.2000) go to 8
if(i.eq.1800) go to 8
if(i.eq.1600) go to 8
if(i.eq.1400) go to 8
if(i.eq.1200) go to 8
if(i.eq.1000) go to
if(i.eq.800) go to
if(i.eq.600) go to 8
if(i.eq.400) go to 8























c=sin(2. 0*pa*x) +2. 0
e=sin(2. 0*pa*x) +2. 0
伝搬定数　H




el=2. 0軸a*cos (2. 0*pa*x) +2..O
cl=2. 0*pa*cos (2. 0*pa*x) +2. 0
z-0. 5* ((H+pi*2. 0*pa*fr*el)/(r+pi*2. O*pa*fr*e)
#-(gl+pi*2. 0*pa*fr*cl)/(g+pi*2. 0*pa*fr*c),
反射係数　f
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